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1. Communication Plan
The Communication Plan goal is to catch the attention of the broad audience
about the research done in PREVENTOMICS project and increase the societal
relevance and acceptability of PREVENTOMICS’s personalised nutrition tools to
sustain healthy habits and prevent diet-related diseases.
PREVENTOMICS’ communication plan has the following objectives:
1. Set up and provide all communication channels and materials useful for
dissemination the project to as many actors as possible.
2. Promote industrial and public awareness.
3. Promote science education and citizen’s participation to the project building
a community of interest around the project.
4. Divulge the main project results and activities to the broad audience, ensuring
the visibility of EU funding.
It is worth noting that in order to protect the commercial interests of the
partners, the content used for the production of communication materials has
been and will be selective, except for the submission of contractually required
reports and information to the Commission. In this case, partners decide which
part of the projects’ information is to be protected by copyright or trade secrets
and which part of the above information is suitable for disseminating widely.
PREVENTOMICS’ communication activities include:

Project’s
Corporate
Visual
Identity

Website

Promotional
materials

Social
Media

Media
relations

Newsletters
Community
building

Figure 1. Communication channels.

All actions consider EC recommendations explained in the Participant Portal H2020
Online Manual section on project communication.

1.1

Key Messages

Key messages were defined and have been used in all PREVENTOMICS
dissemination and communication activities. For the communication activities
done the messages have been adapted to be understood by the broad audience
and tailored to the different channels used.
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Those messages include:


How metabolomics could help to develop a personalized nutrition according to
the person’s lifestyle, health status, preferences and psychological treats.



Omic sciences have a huge potential in enabling the development on
preventive personalised nutrition increasing the knowledge on the link
between nutrition and health for preventing non-communicable diseases.



PREVENTOMICS will empower people on critical and rational assessment of
marketing and health claims made on food and will close the gap between
scientific advance and society.



PREVENTOMICS will develop a unique personalized nutrition software that will
monitor health status and will offer personalised nutrition advice according to
the user’s vital situation, health and lifestyle.



The project has been supported by the EC, with believes in the benefits that
such development will bring to the progress of the society.

The key messages consider keywords as: personalised nutrition, food innovation,
omics sciences, behavioural change and diet-related diseases.

1.2

Target Audiences

•European
Technology
Platforms and
Initiatives:
Food4Life
•JPI Health Diet
for a Healthy
Life
•EUFIC, EFFosST,
EurFIR
•Standarisation
bodies and
technical
commitees

Society at large

influences

•Health-care
providers
•Nutritionists
•Wellness and
health
organisations
•ICT companies
•Specialised
media

Policy Makers

•Scientific
Community
•Universities
•Research and
technology
organizations
•Medical Society
•Attendants to
trade
exhibitions
covering food
and nutrition

Bussiness community

Scientific and education
comunity

PREVENTOMICS’ communication activities target audiences are those identified
for dissemination. Communication activities though are addressed to a broad nonspecialized audience.

•General public
•Mass Media

Figure 2. PREVENTOMICS Stakeholder groups.
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2. Corporate visual Identity
Eurecat, as the leader of T7.2 Awareness Creation and Community Building, has
developed the PREVENTOMICS’ Corporative Visual Identity, including a logo, the
basic font and colour manual, power point and word template.

2.1

Logo

2.1.1 Full Color logo

Figure 3. PREVENTOMICS full color logo.

2.1.2 Black and White Logo

Figure 4. PREVENTOMICS black and white logo.

2.2

Basic Manual

The Corporate Visual Identity (CVI) Manual was developed at the beginning of the
project (M1). The document, shared with all partners, defines colours, fonts, uses
and some applications.
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Some screenshots are shown below:

Figure 5. PREVENTOMICS palette.

Figure 6: Fonts for promotional materials

Figure 6. Fonts for deliverables and presentations.
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2.3

Graphic resources

Graphic items for the design of promotional materials and presentations:

Figure 7. Graphic resources.

2.4

Templates

2.4.1 Power Point template
Power point template designed for internal and external use:

Figure 8. Power Point template.
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2.4.2 Word templates

Figure 7. Deliverables template (left); Agenda template (middle) and technical meeting (right).

3. Promotional Materials
Eurecat, as T7.2 leader has produced different types of promotional materials
(infosheet, rollup, trifold, general presentation and poster layout).
These materials serve as the project’s business card and have been distributed
as widely as possible, including the general public, conferences, workshops and
other events, from the beginning of the project.
All these documents have an online version available from the website and a
version for printing. All partners have received a pack of 50 trifolds for upcoming
activities and can receive PREVENTOMICS’ banner upon request.
On the other hand, a pack of PREVENTOMICS’ project images for partner’s free
use is made available through the project’s shared repository. Partners are also
able to contribute with non-confidential and free-to-use images to be used for
internal and external presentations of project-related materials.

3.1

Infosheet

Produced on M2 (December 2018):
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Figure 10. PREVENTOMICS Infosheet.
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3.2

Trifold

Produced on M4 (February 2019 and to be updated by M30):

Figure 8 PREVENTOMICS trifold.
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3.3

Rollup

Produced on M5 (March 2019):

Figure 9: PREVENTOMICS rollup.
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3.4

Poster Layout

Design of a poster template to be adapted by partners (M5):

Figure 13. Poster Layout.

3.5

General Presentation

General presentation produced by M5, providing an overview of the project
goals, use cases and consortium.
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Figure 14. General presentation Layout.

4. Website
According to the work plan, Eurecat is responsible for designing and implementing
the official PREVENTOMICS project website. The registered URL is
www.preventomics.eu.
The website is the anchor for all communication activities related to the project
and serves as a central point of entry for all public material, including the
project’s basic information, a link to PREVENTOMICS platform, resources and
public deliverables. The website will be continuously updated with news, links to
other relevant sites, details of published papers, conferences and exhibitions
during the project and will remain active during two years after the project’s
finalization.
The website platform follows the corporate visual identity of the project and
it gives access to PREVENTOMICS social media channels (Twitter – online and
Youtube – in the near future).
Deliverable D7.1 – Project Public Website, submitted in Month 3 – 31st January
2019) summarizes the structure, the content and the functionalities of the website
developed as well as the data protection measures adopted within the site.
Since its launch in M3, the website has received 1,064 sessions and 3,382 page
visits coming from 723 users (analysis based on M3 – M14 reports).
As for geographical and device traffic distribution, the majority of visits have
come from Spain (denoting EUT’s own efforts disseminating and communicating
it at the Spanish level). The picture seems relevant also to show that
PREVENTOMICS has impacted beyond EU borders.
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Figure 10 Top 5 visitor location per num. of visits and visitor map.

Concerning devices, most of the sessions have been established through desktop
devices. Top viewed pages include the homepage, consortium and about the
projects’ page.

Figure 11. Device type per visits.

Figure 17. Top 10 viewed pages (M4 - M14).

4.1.1 Blog posts
In the webpage, partners are contributing with one blog post a month (2 blog
posts per partner during the project’s execution – 38 articles on total) on
project-related topics. The first topic is considered to be more for general
awareness while the second one will be more related to project outcomes.
Suggested topics for blog posts are:







Nutrigenomics, nutrigenetics
Personalised nutrition
Personalised nutrition in retail (benefits, potential)
Personalised nutrition in ecommerce solutions (benefit, potential)
Personalised nutrition for consumers (potential, benefits)
Personalised nutrition potential in preventing diet-related diseases
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Personalised nutrition in the primary care, for more advanced
nutritional recommendations
Disease inducing factors and how they can be controlled through
personalized diet advice.
Omic sciences and nutrition (metabolomics)
Food innovation, innovation in the food industry
Functional ingredients (process of developing functional ingredients,
what are functional ingredients, functional ingredients for target
recruitment volunteers – obesity, hypertension, etc.).
Biomarkers identification and selection, biomarkers related to dietrelated diseases
EFSA recommendations for a healthy diet
General nutrition advice for PREVENTOMICS target recruitment
volunteers (obesity, hypertension or other cardiovascular diseases).
Importance of behavioural change in nutrition & health / how to ensure
a behavioural change for sustainable healthy habits
Phycology behind behavioural change
AI and Big Data technologies application in the nutrition & health sector
Standardization of nutrition & health ICT solutions

All articles are edited by Eurecat and include a picture and short bio of the authors
to give proper credit. A blog post guideline has been prepared by Eurecat and it’s
available in the internal project Sharepoint. From M4-M14, 3 blog posts coming
from partners EUT, UNIPR and SOTON have been published.

Figure 18. EUT, SOTON and UNIPR blog posts.
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4.1.2 Events page
This page was created around M6 once partners started communicating the project
in events such as congresses, conferences or fairs.
The page includes an agenda announcing events where PREVENTOMICS will be
attending / participating and a list of articles regarding the events attended,
type of communication activity, target-profile/audience covered, number of
attendees and an overview of the feedback received.
The page is updated weekly with all partner’s input, who provide information on
each event attended. So far, 12 events have been published, including 4
conferences, 3 congresses and fairs, 4 project meetings and 1 workshop.

Figure 19. View of events page https://preventomics.eu/events/

4.1.3 Interventional Studies
A page dedicated to PREVENTOMICS’ interventional studies has been produced by
M12 (October 2019), offering more information regarding the studies that will be
developed with adults with abdominal obesity, with impaired fasting glycaemia
and healthy adults.
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The page will be translated to Spanish, Danish and Polish to be understood by
applicants in each of the studies.

Figure 12. View of interventional studies page - https://preventomics.eu/interventional-studies/
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5. Social Media
Eurecat manages PREVENTOMICS’s social media accounts. PREVENTOMICS project
counts with a Twitter Channel, @PREVENTOMICS_EU, and a YouTube channel,
account to be created as soon as the first project video is available.
On the other hand, partners contribute spreading the word on their corporate and
personal Social Media channels, including accounts in Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn
or Instagram.

5.1

Twitter
The account is managed by Eurecat with the
support of project partners for the correct
management of the account.

PREVENTOMICS’s main objective on Twitter is
to raise awareness on the potential of
personalised nutrition and omic sicences for
preventing diet-related diseases, as well as
promoting the project’s results to key
stakeholders and the broader audience.
Twitter allows to reach directly targeted
from
validated
professional
Figure 21. View of PREVENTOMICS audiences
twitter account.
accounts.
5.1.1 Account management
Eurecat creates bimonthly content plans to be disseminated through Twitter. All
consortium partners can propose contents (text, images, videos…) to be
distributed through this channel and can spread the word through their own
channels.
PREVENTOMICS’s Communication Leader Eurecat uses Hootsuite for programming
tweets and shorten URLs, a management tool that facilitates the publication of
contents and easy monitors the activity on social media.
Comments and answers are managed manually, in order to facilitate the removal
of potential fake users or spam content.
5.1.2 Strategy
When creating and publishing content on the networks about the project, Eurecat
and the rest of the partners considers the following recommendations in order to
maximize the impact of the messages.
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The strategy mixes marketing content, branding and influence actions to maximise
PREVENTOMICS’s project impact and encourage market uptake, to secure a critical
mass of early adopters among consumers.
5.1.2.1

Content strategy includes

 Disseminate the organization of meetings, reviews, and milestones including
text and photos if possible.
 Content curation: sharing news personalized nutrition, functional ingredients,
omics sciences, food innovation, nutrigenetics / nutrigenomics, precision
nutrition in ecommerce solutions, consumers, retail, nutrition advice in dietrelated diseases.
 Disseminate the videos made for the project (to make the project more
accessible/understandable). Reach users thanks to a character and a specific
plot.
 Sharing news and blog posts published in the website to increase traffic to the
website.
 To increase the reach of the tweets, it is proposed the frequent use of the
following hashtags, usual in other areas within the scope of the project:
#PREVENTOMICS #personalisednutrition #personalizednutrition #nutrigenetics
#nutrigenomics #metabolomics #foodinnovation #OmicSciences #omics
#DigitalTech #nutrition #genetics #biomarker #ResearchImpactEu #Horizon2020
#H2020 #MediterraneanDiet
 Mention project partners when publishing news about them to promote likes
and retweets from partners.
 Mention and retweet content from projects funded under the same call with a
twitter account (VALUEWASTE @ValuewasteP, GenRes Bridge @GenresBridge,
NUTRISHIELD @Nutrishield_eu, SCALIBUR @SCALIBUR_H2020, LEAP4FNSSA
@leap4fnssa, SIMBA @SIMBAproject_EU, MicrobiomeSupport @MicrobiomeEU,
HoloFood @HoloFood_EU, Stance4Health @Stance4Health.
5.1.2.2

Branding Strategy includes

 Twitter covering in fairs in international trade shows and fairs where
PREVENTOMICS is presented using the official hashtag of the event (e.g. Pint
for Science Reus #Pint19REU, Congress Free from Functional Food Expo
#FreeFromFood19, 13th European Nutrition Conference #FENS2019, etc.).
 PREVENTOMICS’ Twitter official account referenced in the partner’s corporate
accounts for a broader reach of the project.
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5.1.2.3

Influencers strategy includes

 Regularly mention @EU_H2020 @EuScienceInnov @CORDIS_EU @EU_commission
@ECDC_EU @EU_Health @WHO_Europe in order to get a bigger impact when
project news or information about results is published.
 Identify and mention influencers in the field of personalized nutrition, omics
sciences, nutrigenetics, etc.
 Identification of stakeholder’s accounts to promote follow-back and to increase
the number of PREVENTOMICS followers.
 Media will be mentioned if they are publishing information about the project.
5.1.3 Followers and following
Our reputation on Twitter depends on the number of users we follow. There must
be a balanced number between our followers and the users we follow. Otherwise,
it is considered that the tool is being misused, since the objective is to share
knowledge bidirectionally.
Therefore, PREVENTOMICS follows people and organizations related to the
project’s topic (nutrition & health, personalized nutrition, omics sciences,
nutrigenetics, etc.).
At the first stage of the project, PREVENTOMICS’s Twitter account was followed
by all project partners, as well as institutions, centres and professionals in the
field of the project, which are still being identified. The social media accounts,
as well as the Twitter profiles of reference bloggers, covering the project topic
will also be followed.
We avoid followers with an offensive avatar (for example, pornographic, racist)
or spammers, which we block.
5.1.4 Analytics
A profile in Twitter Analytics has been activated in order to measure Twitter’s
KPIs and other data about the account activity. Progress until the end of the
project will be reported in the reports and Public Dissemination and Exploitation
of Results (PUDR) deliverables.

5.2

Partners’ channels

Each partner will also communicate PREVENTOMICS news and results through their
personal and corporate social media accounts (Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook),
including press releases, notices about events, promotional materials and other
contents published on www.preventomics.eu or in PREVENTOMICS twitter
account.
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Figure 22. Examples of partners posts on PREVENTOMICS.
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6. Media Relations
Press releases are also a relevant tool for communication, and later on
dissemination, of PREVENTOMICS project. These press releases will be written
and sent at regular intervals throughout the project (average of two press
releases per year) focusing on general information of relevance for the society,
on research results, tools and project materials, meetings, attendance at
specialised events, conferences, etc.
All press releases will be distributed among partners in English, who, after
providing feedback, will be able to adapt them in their corporate language and
make them circulate throughout their communication channels and sent to their
media database.
Apart from consortium press releases, country-focused press releases or press
releases oriented for a specific stakeholder group can be elaborated by partners,
after informing the Project Coordinator.

6.1

Media Coverage

PREVENTOMICS partners have written 2 press releases:



CARINSA: Grupo Carinsa, a la vanguardia de la nutrigenómica en Europa
https://www.carinsa.com/preventomics/
 EUT: The PREVENTOMICS European project will develop a biomarker-based
system to send personalized advice on dietary and lifestyle habits
https://eurecat.org/en/preventomics-biomarker-personalized-advice-habits/
EUT press release was translated into Italian by UNIPR and sent to Italian media
outlets.
As a result, PREVENTOMICS project has featured in 24 Spanish and Italian media
outlets, including El Farmaceutico, La Vanguardia, Parma Today, Siete Días
Médicos, Faro di Roma or El Punt Avui, among other.
A calendar of next press releases to be written is already programmed following
main project milestones.
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7. Next steps
Eurecat as PREVENTOMICS Communication Leader will produce a series of audiovisual materials to be published and shared from all project communication
channels (website, social media) and partners’ corporate channels. Videos
produced within the project will be published in a YouTube channel and will be
shared on the website and project’s Twitter for a broader impact.
An animated video with motion graphics describing the project’s main objectives
and expected outputs based on two characters (Laura and John) will also be
produced. The video, lasting about 2.00 minutes, aims to address a nonspecialized audience and aims to be used as a quick presentation of the project
in events. The video will also be shared on social media and featured on the
website and will be published in PREVENTOMICS YouTube channel.
On the other hand, partners will produce regular newsletters, one at the beginning
of 2020 (M15) and then on regular basis (June 2020 - M20, December 2020 - M26,
April 2021 - M30, July 2021 - M36). Newsletters will include news and updated
information of the project developments to ensure that all stakeholders are
regularly informed.
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